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I am a lifetime learner.  The IRS even classified me as such when I filed tax forms for my latest graduate 

degree.  Being called a lifetime learner came as no surprise though.  Constantly learning is the basis of my 

teaching philosophy.  In order to teach, one must be willing to learn, foster rapport, love to teach and not be afraid 

to experiment. 

Through my years of teaching, it has become apparent to me that a teacher must first learn from his 

students before being able to teach them successfully.  Each class and student is different and in order to reach 

every one, a teacher must not only impart information but also gather.  Once making it a point to glean from my 

students their varied learning styles and previous levels of knowledge, I am able to meet them where they are and 

then quickly elevate them to the level of rigorous study I require.  Investing the time to learn from my students also 

allows them to see my passion and desire for success in my classes.  This eagerness to learn in teaching also 

reaches to my peers. I am constantly looking to fellow educators for new and innovative ways to vary instruction so 

as to best inform and inspire every learner from the most eager to the most reluctant. 

Rapport and trust are two aspects of a successful classroom that are too often overlooked.  Students will 

always learn more in an environment where they feel respected and welcome to express themselves.  I pride 

myself in fostering rapport among my students.  I am always open to discuss problems, academic and beyond, 

with my students.  After students trust that I care about them as a whole person, they are much more open to 

pushing themselves to achieve greatness in class. 

Also, an inspiring teacher must both love what he teaches as well as love to teach.  I am equal parts artist 

and teacher, passionate about both the creation of fine art as well as its teaching. It is not enough to simply love 

your subject. This will surely allow teaching to suffer. Likewise, the greatest teacher will not have successful 

students without first falling hopelessly in love with his content.  Personally, this has led me down two paths of 

study.  Possessing advanced degrees in both fine arts and art education gives my teaching and my students a 

unique perspective. 

Finally, learning is not passive. The path of ease is often not the path of greatness.  Deep knowledge and 

provoking products are attained through personal engagement and experimentation with one’s art.  Extensive 

experimentation with my own subjects, processes, equipment and presentation methods has allowed me to grow 

as an artist, personally leading me down many different artistic paths.  As a result, in my teaching I constantly prick 

at complacency in my students asking them to reexamine each artistic decision and weigh its purpose. Prompting 

this type of artistic experimentation both broadens students’ ways of thinking and urges them to create the best 

work of which they are capable. 


